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ABSTRACT

The link between microstructure evolution, micromodulated domain and the structure
transformation of Ni-Mn-Ga shape memory microwires prepared with rapid
solidification is studied systematically by TEM and HRTEM. Multiple microdomain

TE
D

structures are determined according to the corresponding diffraction spots. The
domain structure with a periodic distortion is a kind of characteristic of premartensitic
phase. When cooling below the martensitic transformation temperature, the austenitic
phase transforms to modulated 5M martensite, and the sequence of phase

EP

transformation can finally be confirmed from austenite to premartensite to 5M
martensite during cooling. The characterization of micromodulated domain and the
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structure characteristics of austenite at atomic scale provide comprehensive
understanding on the martensitic phase transformation route.
Keywords: Shape memory alloys, Premartensitic phase, Micromodulated domain
structure, Martensitic transformation

1. Introduction
The first order solid-state martensitic phase transition in ferromagnetic shape
memory alloys (FSMAs) gives rise to multi-functional properties, such as
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superelasticity, shape memory effect and elastocaloric effect [1-5]. Among the
FSMAs, stoichiometric Ni2MnGa Heusler alloy and its derivatives Ni-Mn-X (In, Sn,
Sb) in shape memory alloys (SMAs) systems have attracted great attention recently
[6-12]. Martensitic transformation consists of a lattice distortion when evolving from
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the parent phase with L21 structure to the martensitic phases which include tetragonal
five-layered, orthorhombic seven-layered and tetragonal non-layered crystallography
lattices in Ni-Mn-Ga system [13]. Premartensitic (PM) transformation, which is
usually considered as the appearance of a precursor state, is a kind of weak first-order
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transition. The origin of modulation or shuffling is related to a TA2 soft acoustic
phonon mode of the austenitic phase at a wave vector q~1/3, which is corresponding
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to a minimum on the slowest transversal phonon branch and it is associated with
nesting features of the Fermi surface [14, 15]. Meanwhile, several kinds of abnormal
properties on elasticity [16], thermology [17], electricity [18] and magnetism are
found during phase transformation [19-22]. The driving role of the electronic structure
and its relationship with the lattice dynamics have been indicated by first-principle
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calculation [14] and experimental measurements on SMAs [23]. Various kinds of
structural transformation characteristics have also been reported in Cu-Zn-Al [24],
Ni-Ti [25, 26], Ni-Fe-Ga [27], Eu2In [28] phase transition materials and novel
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high-carbon steels with cubic martensitic structures [29]. PM usually occurs during
martensitic transformation from highly symmetric cubic phase (austenite) to lowly
symmetric phase (martensite), and this process can be driven by external stimuli such
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as temperature, magnetic field and applied stress. The PM phase structure of
Ni2MnGa possess the same symmetry of L21 parent phase [30] and it transforms to
martensitic phase through a first order phase transition with a discontinuous change in
the unit cell volume as also the modulation wave vector and considerable thermal
hysteresis [31, 32]. PM phase is also considered as the intermediate state that plays an
important role in linking the structure transformation and the origin of
ferromagnetism [30]. There is a discussion on whether this modulation is
commensurate [15] or incommensurate [30, 31] although the fact of symmetry
breaking during phase transformation.
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Ni-Mn-Ga is a multiferroic SMA with ordered paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
phase near the phase transformation temperature [31, 33]. The large magnetic
field-induced strain (MFIS) (10%) obtained under an applied magnetic field originates
from the strong magnetoelastic coupling effect activate twin boundary motion [34].
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Meanwhile, large MFIS is closely related to the existence of a long period modulated
structure. Here, in order to overcome the intrinsic brittleness of Ni-Mn-Ga SMAs, the
Taylor-Ulitovsky method was used to fabricate oligocrystalline structured microwires
[35-37]. The rapid solidification process that caused by quenching the melt alloys
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may lead to a rich variety of microstructures and properties, which has already been
observed before [38, 39]. The origin of micromodulated domain structure of PM,
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magnetoelastic coupling effect, phase transformation and their relationships are
required further investigation for Ni-Mn-Ga rapidly solidified alloys. Understanding
the characteristics of the PM phase and modulation domain structure is critical to
obtain advanced multifunctional properties through martensitic phase transformation.
In this work, TEM methods are employed to study the micromodulated structure

various temperatures.
2. Experiment details
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evolution and phase structural transformation route of Ni-Mn-Ga microwires at

EP

The ingots with nominal composition of Ni50Mn30Ga20 (at.%) alloy were
prepared from high pure elements (>99.9%) using an electric-arc induction furnace
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and were re-melted four times to ensure homogeneities. The microwires with the
diameter of 30-300 µm were fabricated by Taylor-Ulitovsky method, which involved
rapid quenching from the melt master alloy. The details of microwire fabrication
process were described elsewhere [39, 40]. The chemical composition was determined
by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss Auriga) equipped with an energy
dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX), using 20 kV accelerating voltage, 10 mm work
distance and >60 s data acquisition time duration. The microstructure analysis at
microscope scale was carried out by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai
F30) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Since the
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micron scale microwires are too small to fabricate by using electrolysis double spray,
ion milling technique is selected. Ion-milling with precision ion polishing system
(PIPS, Gatan) were performed to fabricate the samples, which can avoid extra stress
that may affect the martensitic transformation.
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3. Results and discussion
The prepared Ni-Mn-Ga shape memory microwire is on austenitic phase state
(marked as P) with the lattice parameter, a = 5.83 Å, which is the same microwire
used in ref [39]. The martensitic phase transformation temperature in the vicinity of

SC

room temperature (RT) with the martensitic transition starting temperature (Ms),
finishing temperature (Mf) during cooling and the austenitic starting temperature (As),
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finishing temperature (Af) during heating are 264 K, 261 K and 269 K, 274 K,
respectively. The Curie temperature estimated from DSC curve is ~372 K. The
average chemical composition of the microwire is confirmed to be Ni52.8Mn23.8Ga23.4
(±0.5%, at.%) from the surface and fracture by EDX. The chemical composition
deviation from the nominal composition is mainly due to the volatilization of
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manganese in the preparation of microwires.
Fig.1 shows TEM observation of austenitic phase in Ni-Mn-Ga microwires at RT.
The dislocations and the characteristics of labyrinth domain can be seen from the
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bright field image in Fig. 1(a). Fig.1 (a2), (b1), (c1) and (d1) are the selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern obtained at different crystal zone axis. Here, the
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most obvious feature of the SAED is the satellites, which are surrounding the main
diffraction spots. In order to throw light on those characteristics, dark-field
micrographs are taken from the selected satellites as shown in (b2) from (b1), (c2)
from (c1) and (d2) from (d1), respectively. The dark field image of (b2) and (c2) are
obtained from three satellites surrounding various main diffraction spots at <110> and
<100> crystal zone axis and they exhibit complex domain structure. Those satellites
obtained from the SAED patterns with different configurations under different crystal
zone axis. Fig.1 (a3), (b3), (c3), and (d3) are the schematic illumination of the
configuration of satellites. High-order diffraction spots also appeared except the main
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diffraction spots and the surrounding satellites, as shown in (b1) and (c1). The dark
field images, such as (b2), (c2) and (d2), exhibited significantly difference compared
with the tweed structure i.e., diffuse striation lying along the various axis directions.
These kinds of features will be discussed combined with HRTEM results later.
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Various domain characteristics were also reported to be observed in the as-prepared
samples at RT, such as FeSiB [41] microwires, Ni-Fe-Ga [27, 42] systems.

The microstructure characteristics presented in the TEM results could be related
to the preparation process of Ni-Mn-Ga microwires. The as-prepared Ni50Mn30Ga20

SC

microwires, prepared by rapid solidification from molten liquid metal to microwires
with water cooling via the Taylor method, may possess high dislocation density,
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stacking fault and low atomic degree of order. Meanwhile, the phase transformation
temperature of the microwires is very close to RT. Usually, the alloy with the same
composition presents martensitic state [43]. For the as-prepared Ni-Mn-Ga microwire,
appropriate annealing treatment improves atomic order degree of alloy as well as
phase transformation temperature (usually more than ten Kelvins) [44, 45]. It is
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well-known that the defects such as dislocation and stacking fault are actually
beneficial to the martensitic transformation (MT) and they may act as nucleation site
for MT. By using ordering annealing, the constituent phase of samples may transform

EP

from as-prepared austenite to annealed martensite. In this experiment, the ordered
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phase was observed from the as-prepared Ni-Mn-Ga microwires.
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Fig.1. Bright field image of the microwire (a1) and the corresponding SAED patterns along the
[111] (a2). SAED patterns along the<110> (b1), <100> (c1) and another <100> (d1) zone axis
direction, and the corresponding dark field image (b2), (c2), (d2) obtained from the satellites,
respectively. (a3), (b3), (c3), (d3) are the schematic diagram showing the sets of positions of the

EP

satellites observed from the corresponding SAED. (b3) illustrating four set of satellite positioned
around each main diffraction spots with X fractional indices of ± 0.11 <110>* and Y fractional
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indices of ± 0.6 <110>* for the satellite.

The satellites in SAED patterns suggested that several kinds of microstructures

existed in Ni2MnGa alloys and the mystical microstructure characteristics were worth
future HRTEM analysis. Fig.2 demonstrated the microstructure analysis results of the
austenite of Ni-Mn-Ga microwires at RT. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) diffraction
spot (a2) obtained from HRTEM image (a1) presented four satellite spots around each
main spot, which is corresponding to the SAED patterns in Fig.1. The inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) pattern (a3) was obtained from one satellite spot in (a2),
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marked with number 1. The IFFT image (a3) presents the typical feature of a
wave-like structure with a wave vector V=0.656 nm, which is close to the magnitude
of that in Ni2FeGa alloys [42]. The modulation wave vector corresponds well to the
well-defined satellites. The angle between the wave vector and the atomic
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arrangement direction of <110> is about 14.3°. By analyzing the enlarged IFFT image
(a4) of (a3), the wave vectors are found to form with periodic atomic stacking along
the <110> direction. Besides, the characteristics of tweed structures are composed of
5 atomic layers according to the geometric relations. The structural fluctuation at
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atomic scale reveals the multiple modulations and the atomic arrangement before
martensitic transformation.
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Group b figures show the HRTEM image (b1) of austenite with multiple domain
structure. The more complex diffraction spots (b2) indicated complex multiphase
microstructure appeared in this system. Austenite was confirmed (b3) according to the
IFFT image obtained from the main diffraction spot (marked with number 1) and the
average interplanar spacing d of (110) plane is about 0.20 nm. Fig. 2(d) is the IFFT
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image of satellite spot marked with number “2” and it reveals the feature of complex
domain. The modulation wave vector is calculated to be V=0.678 nm with periodic
characteristics. The satellites are related to the tweed characteristic of austenite

EP

without changing its structure.

Moreover, multiple kinds of domain structure to coexist as shown in group c
figures. The FFT spots areas marked as A and B also presents the main diffraction
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spots with the satellites surrounding it, as shown in Fig. 2(c1). (c2) is the IFFT image
obtained from the main diffraction spot and it reveals the same structural parameter
with that shown in (b3). The structures of these micromodulated domains are different,
as shown in (c3) and (c4), which are obtained from the corresponding satellites from
area A and B in (c1), respectively. It should be noticed that there is a different angle
between the satellites and the main diffraction spots, which suggests the various
micromodulated domain structure appeared in austenitic phase Ni-Mn-Ga alloys.
However, the austenitic structure obtained from the main diffraction spots remains
unchanged. The crossed microstructural domain structure illustrate an oblique angle
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of 75.6° in (c4), this kind of tilt could be result from martensitic microdomains or
unmodulated

premartensitic

transformation

in

local

area.

The

ordered

micro-modulated domain structures in Fig. 2 are a kind of precursor of martensitic
variants below the martensitic transformation.
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Here, the satellites around the main spots reveal the “tweed structure”, i.e.
micro-modulated domain structure. Single and crossed domain structures have been
investigated through the TEM dark image and HRTEM imaging. The single domain
with the width of tens of nanometers, as shown in Fig. 1(d2), can be obtained from

SC

one of the paired satellites. The “tweed structure” obtained from three satellites, as
shown in Fig. 1(c2), represents the multiple kinds of microstructural domains. The
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width of the tweed structure is in the scales of tens of nanometers. During the junction
place of single domain, the crossed domain structures emerge with different contrast,
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as marked with black arrow in Fig. 1(b2).

Fig.2. Microstructure analysis of the Ni-Mn-Ga microwires at RT. Group (a) figures show the
single domain structure (a1) and the corresponding FFT image (a2). (a3) is the IFFT image from
the satellite pattern in (a2). (a4) is the enlarged image from (a3) and it reveals the tweed structure
with the periodic atomic stacking. Group (b) figures demonstrate the complex domain structure
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(b1). (b3) and (b4) are the IFFT images obtained from the satellites of “1” and “2” in (b2), which
is obtained by FFT in (b1). Group (c) figures show the multiple kinds of domain structure (the
dotted line is the domain boundary) in (c1), and from the district A and B, the FFT images are
presented. (c2) is the IFFT image obtained from the main patterns. (c3) and (c4) are the IFFT
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images obtained from the satellites of district A and B, and it reveals the single domain and cross
domain structure respectively.

The Ni-Mn-Ga microwires are L21 cubic austenitic phase at RT and then

SC

transform into modulated martensitic variants when cooling below the martensitic
transformation temperature (Ms ~264 K), as shown in Fig. 3. The constituent phase of
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microwires was stripe martensitic phase at 228 K and it was confirmed to be 5M
martensite according to the corresponding SAED patterns. When heating above the
phase transformation temperature, the diffuse streaks disappeared and the microwires
became austenite again. During this martensitic transformation, the process of PM can
be confirmed; a freezing of the displacements associated with the soft phonon is
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generated and caused a periodic distortion and torsion of the parent cubic lattice when
cooling to a certain temperature. Below the certain temperature, the PM distorts along
the [110] direction due to the magnetic-elastic coupling and its relation to the lattice
dynamics. A strain and commensurate shuffle lead to the quasitetragonal primitive

EP

unit cell with the c-axis parallel to any of the satellites located in equivalent position.
The results suggest that the micromodulated domains are temperature dependent and
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are also the precursor of the martensitic transformation. Moreover, those results also
verify the changes in structure and magnetic property occurring simultaneously during
the martensitic transformation induced by decreasing temperature.

Fig.3 Bright field TEM image of Ni-Mn-Ga martensitic microwire at 228 K (a) and the
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corresponding SAED confirms the 5M modulation structure.

The model is drawn to illustrate the structural transformation of P→PM and
PM→5M during cooling, as shown in Fig. 4. According to the definition of Zhang’s
notation [27], the stacking sequence of 5M martensite belongs to (32) along the [110]
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direction. The phase transformation process illuminated in Fig. 4(a) and (b) indicated
that undergoes nonhomogeneous {1 10}<110> elastic shearing displacement. The
{001}5M planes of five-layed modulated martensite are transformed from the

SC

{110}cubic planes of austenite when the temperature is below the Ms. The martensitic
transformation temperature of Ni53Mn24Ga23 microwire is between 264 K and 274 K,
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which is close to RT. The observation of complex microstructural domains from TEM
observation at RT could be attributed to the free energy decreasing involved in
localized atomic movement to form an unstable transitional state, and then it
transforms to martensitic state upon subsequent cooling. The prepared shape memory
microwire undergoes rapidly solidification by quenching from molten state. High
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solidification rate prevents the atomic ordering and makes the alloys metastable. The
microdomain structure and the corresponding satellites pattern are a kind of precursor
of martensitic transformation for the alloy of transitional state.
During the phase structural transformation from the L21 superstructure to 5M
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modulated martensitic phase, the unit cell volume reduces by half, and the
tetragonality increases and the lattice distorts with  =90.3°. Meantime, crystal
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structure of PM remains a complete coherence relationship with the matrix (can be
seen as isostructural phase transition). But unlike the traditional martensitic
transformation process, the local fluctuation of domain structure and composition
emerge at this stage. The orientations of the microdomain structure are corresponding
to the satellite orientations. Thus, the single domain and crossed domain structural
with obvious differences can be seen during PM transformation by analyzing the
satellites. The tweed contrast regions observed with periodic changes and various
modulation wave vectors are the characteristics of PM Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloys. But
this result is different from the Bain distortion of 10% Pt-substituted Ni2MnGa alloys
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[30]. Long-range ordered wave vectors have ordered structure in a single or multiple
directions. The existence of the 5M-like modulated structure in single domain
structure suggests that the phase transformation process will be PM→5M. Comparing
the diffraction pattern of <111> crystal zone axis between austenite and martensite,
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and the angular deflection between the pattern of satellites and the main diffraction
spots, the phase transition process is accompanied by lattice distortion and slightly
twisted. Low-symmetry martensitic phase of Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler also have tetragonal
non-modulated (NM) and 7-modulated (7M) martensitic structures below Ms

SC

depending on the composition [46, 47]. A hierarchy emerged in the microstructure of
Ni-Mn-Ga film exhibits the morphology martensite with micro-twins → nano-twins
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→ modulated stacking [48]. During the martensitic transformation, the adaptive
martensites can be expected under the condition that the energy of the twin boundary
between the two variants is very low and elastic energy at the interface between
austenite and martensite is high. Hence, the large MFIS in Ni2MnGa with extremely
low twinning stress is related to the modulated structures of premartensite and
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martensite phases [49]. Then the phase transformation follows to accommodate the
mismatch of the crystal lattice and the martensite phase forms a coherent structure
consisting of lamellae with periodic stacking of orientation variants related [46]. The

EP

modulated domain structure may also exhibit very strong coupling effect during the
magnetic structural transformation from paramagnetic austenite to ferromagnetic
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martensite.
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Fig. 4 Schematic model are corresponding to the structural transformation of P→PM (a) and
P→5M (b) during cooling process. The wave vectors are formed with periodic lattice stacking
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D

along the [115] direction (a) and atomic projection of the (32) stacking of 5M transformed from
the L21 cubic austenitic structure (b). The arrows are the direction of the displacement of crystal
planes relative to the lower plane.
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4. Conclusions

The microstructural characteristics and phase transformation route of prepared
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Ni-Mn-Ga microwires are investigated especially the micromodulated domain
characteristics by TEM and HRTEM analysis. Microstructural informtion on the
single and multiple microdomains structure are obtained by analyzing the satellites
surrounding the main diffraction spots. The micromodulated domain structure is
aligned by atomic stacking periodically resulting in complex tweed structure, which is
a kind of precursor during martensitic transformation. This phenomenon is related to
the austenitic microwires prepared by rapidly solidification, which generated
abundant internal stress and defects. Various domain structrues transform to
five-layered modulated martensite with stripe features when the temperature is below

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
Ms, and the phase transformation sequence can be indicated a three step P→PM→M
during cooling. The stimultaneousness of magnetic and structural transformation
induced by low temperature is verified at atomic scale. This kind of complex
magnetic-structural evolution can facilitate the emergence of habit plane and may
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exhibit better reversibility. Our findings could provide insight into the mechanism of
MT and the design of advanced SMAs.
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Highlights:

Superlattice is observed in austenitic Ni-Mn-Ga microwires.



Single and multiple microdomain structures are analyzed in premartensitic phase.



Martensitic transformation from P to 5M is confirmed by in-situ TEM
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observation.
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Schematic model are established to illustrate phase transformation: P→PM→M.
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